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HEREEM 6 icli.ora>Re: ICLEI World Congress - Arnhem-Nijmegen invited to exchange on climate-neutral
cities in Europe - 13 May, 13:45

Utsjc IEE <EERIERIon jmegen.ni>July 1, 2022, 12:16:01 PM UTC

bear ia

Hope your day is going well.

Thank you for your interest in ICLEI’s support in the transition towards climate neutrality.

Following up on the bilateral meeting “Climate-Neutral Cities in Europe by 2030 - Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI’s
support” held as part of the ICLEI World Congress 2021-2022: The Malm6 Summit, please find attached presentation and
the key points of the discussion around the ideas, challenges and needs for achieving climate neutrality by 2030.

For more information on the ICLEI‘s support, please visit the ICLEI website - https://iclei-europe.org/

For more information on the NetZeroCities project, please visit the project website - https://netzerocities.eu/. The project

will work as a service-oriented platform and will help European cities by providing them with the support and solutions
they need to achieve their Net Zero goal in a socially inclusive way.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Wishing you a good day and a nice weekend.

With kind regards,

On Thu, May 12, 2022 at 9:20 AMUltsje [ERERESREE <EBEEEREREEEOn ijmegen.nl> wrote:Hie
Althoughf5.1.2e 5.1.20 Mal not be present at the Congress tomorrow, both my colleague Rigg nd I are available to
join the exchange on climate-neutral Cities.

Best regards,

(mobiel)

Oe

Op 12 mei 2022 om 08:45 heeft < ERR 6 croenemetropoolregio.nl> het
volgende geschreven:

Gaan jullie hier achteraan?

Met vriendelijke groet,

5.1.2

5.1.2

Groene Metropoolregio Arnhem-Nijmegen

groenemetropoolregio.nl

Image

Van: ERS <EIS9 icici. ora>



Verzonden: Thursday, May 12, 2022 7:12:20 AM

Aan: ERMINE -ERIEMPETES coer cmetropoolregio.nI>
Onderwerp: Fwd: ICLEI World Congress - Arnhem-Nijmegen invited to exchange on climate-neutral cities in Europe
- 13 May, 13:45

ce

We hope your day is going well.

We are just following up to check if you got some time to have a look at our previous email that we sent you
on 4 May 2022 with the invitation to exchange on climate-neutral cities in Europe - 13 May, 13:45 (please see
below).

We had not heard back from you since and so we just wanted to check in and ask if you have any questions?

We would be glad to see you at the bilateral meeting “Climate-Neutral Cities in Europe by 2030 - Strategies,
opportunities and ICLEI’s support”.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.

Wishing you a good day and a good week ahead.

---------- Forwar messaqe ---------

Date: Wed, May 4, 2022 at 3:13 PM
Subject: ICLEI World Congress - Arnhem-Nijmegen invited to exchange on climate-neutral cities in Europe -
13 Mag J

To: <RRRe @ grocnemetropoolregio.nl>, <fo groenemetropoolregio.nl>
Cc: ICLEI World Congress <J 5.1.2e @iclei.org>

eT]ss 2s

i is my sincere pleasure to invite you to the bilateral meeting “Climate-Neutral Cities in Europe by 2030 -
Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI’s support” between the ICLEI European Secretariat and up to 40
distinguished representatives from cities across Europe (see below).

The physical meeting will be held on 13 May 2022 from 13:45 until 15:15 as part of the ICLEI World Congress
2021-2022: The Malm6 Summit at the Clarion Hotel & Congress Malm6 Live.

The informal meeting will focus on the status of climate neutrality strategies and fast track implementation of
cities that are a member of ICLEI and/or part of the European Mission on 100 Climate-Neutral and Smart
Cities. At this bilateral meeting, you are invited to share your ideas, challenges and needs for achieving
climate neutrality by 2030.

Agenda:

1. 1. ICLEI’s Climate Neutrality Framework - Update on recent developments, }5.1.2e] 5.1.2 | Director,
World Secretariat

2. 2. Strategies, opportunities and support options, | 5.1.20 | Coordinator, European Secretariat
3. 3. Facilitated discussion

We would be delighted to discuss with you or another representative of your city. Note that you are the ONLY
representative of your city that we are inviting and contacting via this email. We are kindly asking you to
coordinate internally in case you like to propose a different representative to take part in the meeting. Due to

the limited room capacity, we can only accept up to 40 participants.

Please confirm your participation in the meeting by 10 May at the latest simply by responding to
this email. Feel free to register an additional person, which we would put on a waiting list and inform you in
case there is still space.



Invited participants coming from the cities and regions of: Aalborg (Denmark), Antwerp (Belgium), Arendal
(Norway), Arnhem-Nijmegen (Netherlands), Barcelona (Spain), Bonn (Germany), Buca (Turkey), Budapest

(Hungary), Dortmund (Germany), Essen (Germany), Espoo (Finland), Finspang (Sweden), Freiburg (Germany),
Glasgow (United Kingdom), Gothenburg (Sweden), Izmit (Turkey), Kadikoy (Turkey), Kartal (Turkey), Katowice
(Poland), Kristianstad (Sweden), Laholm (Sweden), Lahti (Finland), Lappeenranta (Finland), Linkdping
(Sweden), Malmo (Sweden), Mannheim (Germany), Matosinhos (Portugal), Oslo (Norway), Reykjavik (Iceland),
Sfantu Gheorghe (Romania), Skane (Sweden), Stockholm (Sweden), Tampere (Finland), Tauragé (Lithuania),
Trelleborg (Sweden), Turku (Finland), Valongo (Portugal), Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain), Vasternorrland (Sweden),
Vaxjo (Sweden) and Umea (Sweden).

We are looking forward to meeting with you in person.

With kind regards,

ICLEI Officer: Sustainable Energy Planning and Carbon Reporting fig Sustainable Resources,
Climate and Resilience

fooat covermenes ICLEI European Secretariat - Freiburg Office Leopoldring 3 79098
J EUROPE| Freiburg German

Endorse the Mannheim Message | Register for the ICLE/ World Congress

ICLEI _—_ae Energy Planning and Carbon Reporting [mg Sustainable Resources,
Climate and Resilience

=

reeset ICLEI European Secretariat - Freiburg Office Sm Leopoldring 3 79098
| EUROPE Freiburg Germany

Endorse the Mannheim Message | Register for the ICLE/ World Congress

ICLEIl Officer: Sustainable Energy Planning and Carbon Reporting [img Sustainable Resources, Climate and
Resilience

prepa ii O08an Sacrotariat — Froiburg Office a eQnoldring 9008 eibura on? earman
FEUROPE| 5.1.2 5-1-28 5.1.2

5.1.2e

Apply for the Transformative Action Award 2027\ Become an ICLEl Member
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Local GovernmentsICLEI for Sustainability

Key Points of the Discussion

A-1 Overcome “silo mentality”

A reluctance to share information and resources between the different

;

departments and institutions of the local municipality, i.e. “silo mentality”
reduces the climate action planning and implementation efficiency of the city,

European cities need to reduce both tangible and intangible barriers that
cause fragmentation and build inclusiveness, trust and legitimacy of the

necessary actions towards climate neutrality by 2030.

A-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

ICLEI provides tailor-made training, consultancy services and study visits for

Ea cities who wish to overcome the silo thinking and further advance in achieving
@ee@ 4 climate-neutral and sustainable future. For more information about the
@ae® = ICLEI consultancy and training topics for the local and regional governments,

explore the section “Consultancy and training services” of the ICLEI website.

B-1 Build on prior knowledge

Climate change mitigation and adaptation is on the development agenda of

f% European cities. They have different starting points in respect of progress
towards climate neutrality. Accumulation and systematization of the existing
knowledge, experience and capacity is an essential precondition for the

success of effective climate action planning and implementation.

B-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

ICLEI supports local and regional governments to accumulate knowledge and

experience on low emission development, and to apply these in actions
towards climate neutrality. For example, Act!onHeat project offers a wide
range of support facilities to help municipalities with their strategic heating
and cooling planning, pre-feasibility and finance as well as exclusive access

to the heating and cooling software Hotmaps and THERMOS.

C-1 Bridge the gap between planning and implementing

Availability of cross-sectorial or sectorial strategies or action plans relevant

. to climate change mitigation/ greenhouse gas emissions reduction sets the
strategic ground for the local scale climate policies. The next important step

; after determining a vision on becoming climate neutral is bridging the gap
between the climate action planning and implementation at the local level.

C-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

To move towards resilient communities, ICLEI provides targeted guidance
and practical tools, and supports cities, towns and urban regions to develop

adaptation and resilience strategies and action plans, and to integrate them
into statutory planning processes. For example, the REGILIENCE project will
implement almost 700 activities such as events, training, peer to peer

Page 2 of6
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mentorship, helpdesk, informational and communication material, etc. to
share experiences, learn from failure, provide guidance, and disseminate

knowledge and tools.

D-1 Strengthen cooperation with other cities

While the European Union Mission “100 Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities by

e 2030” (EU Mission) is designed to help accelerate the progress of Europe ’s
fs most ambitious cities, its greatest value is, in fact, to inspire and serve all

cities on their journey to climate neutrality. ' Thus, all interested European
cities are welcome to follow the progress of the EU Mission and to cooperate
both with the selected and non-selected cities.

D-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

To help cities overcome the structural, institutional and cultural barriers they

face as they work to achieve climate neutrality by 2030, ICLEI in collaborationy / Ge with other partners implement the NetZeroCities project. The projectbo supports the European Union‘s Mission of “100 Climate-Neutral and Smart
Cities by 2030” and will work as a service-oriented platform supported by

world-class practitioners.

E-1 Implement change in practice

Local and regional governments play an important role in achieving climate

neutrality. They are a driver for climate action planning and implementation
>, at the local and regional level and a strategic centre of the climate action

iT

ecosystem. They also have a strong model role, i.e. good governance practice
Cae in convincing private and public sector stakeholders to get involved ard

collaborate. However, local and regional governments will need enough

capacity to be able to carry out all those tasks.

E-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

ICLEI recognises the importance of accelerating just transition toward climate.e% neutrality across multiple sectors and levels of governance. For example, the

ALLIANCE project supports cities“ ambition to develop a new approach for3of delivering sustainable change, based on the principles of good governance,
policy integration, partnership with local stakeholders, and action.

F-1 Bring everyone on the same page

Progress towards climate neutrality depends on the overall understanding,

~
acceptance and support. Good governance arrangements and distributed

} leadership among climate action actors contribute to more transparent,
f

inclusive, responsive, and effective decision-making and action. Thus, it is

important to define the role and responsibilities of all relevant climate action
actors.

+ EU Missions. Climate-Neutral & Smart Cities. Concrete solutions for our greatest challenges. Climate-Neutral
and Smart Cities Mission Call for Expression of Interest, online access:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/research and innovation/funding/documents/ec_ rtd he -missions-
cities-call-questionnaire.pdf

Page 3 of6



Local GovernmentsICLEI for Sustainability

F-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

ICLEI helps local and regional governments to ensure that the transition to

e @@ | Climate-neutrality is fair and inclusive. For example, the POWERPOOR project
=~ facilitates experience and knowledge sharing, as well as the implementationof small-scale energy efficiency interventions and the installation of

renewable energy sources, increasing the active participation of citizens.

G-1 Socialize science-based targets

One of the important tasks of local and regional governments in achieving
climate neutrality by 2030 is to make the science-based climate action targets

: less complex and more understandable, and to show their interlinkages with
the stakeholders’ daily activities, i.e. production and consumption habits.
Awareness raising can be an important incentive for citizens’ behavioural
changes.

G-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

ICLEI supports local and regional governments on learning how to save

energy, use it more efficiently, and obtain from renewable resources. For
oo 0 example, one of the _DECIDF project objectives are to deepen the social

Ww science expertise on end-consumer segmentation and group dynamicstowards more effective and impactful communication, dissemination and
engagement for energy communities, active end-consumers and renewable
energy and energy services.

H-1 Promote the adoption and use of standards and best practice

The use of environment-related standards and norms as well as best-practice
guidelines for climate action management can help local governments

; systematize their day-to-day work and approach to climate change mitigation
: and adaptation, and to create a constructive dialogue with the climate action

stakeholders at the local, regional, national and international level. Moreover,
standards can help cities to create a basis for municipal climate policy.

H-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

To achieve climate neutrality at the local and regional level ICLEI is promoting
learning from good practice from around the world. For example, the Sun4Al
project sets-up a financial support scheme that is already running with

success in the United States of America. The existing New York State initiative

— utility bill assistance program named “Solar for All” will be adopted into the
European context. It will help to provide access to renewable energy for

energy vulnerable households.

I-1 Use the power of networking with other municipalities

Cities and regions are looking forward to networking opportunities, learning

from each other, and exchange of climate action planning and
implementation experiences (e.g. climate action best practice, climate action

: planning and implementation tools, climate data collection and reporting,
etc.). Networking on climate action-related topics can help local and regional

Page 4 of6



Local GovernmentsICLEI for Sustainability

governments to benefit from peer learning, build partnerships and take joint
climate actions.

I-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

To support cities in their effort to achieve cleaner and healthier environments,

thereby improving the quality of life of city dwellers, ICLEI in cooperation with
other partners is supporting the European Commission in developing and

implementing the Green City Accord. The Green City Accord is a movement
of European mayors committed to safeguarding the natural environment. By
joining the Accord, European mayors agree to step up their efforts in five key

areas by 2030: air, water, nature and biodiversity, circular economy and
waste, and noise.

J-1 Strengthen collaboration with industry

Collaboration with private companies, when they are already carrying out

_~
some climate actions or to make their functions more climate neutral, will be

LD} critical for accelerating the city’s transition to 2030 climate neutrality.
eee Therefore, local and regional governments working closely with the private

companies need to identify opportunities on how the private sector can
contribute to the overall progress towards climate neutrality.

J-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

Enabling successful low emission development, ICLEI works closely with an
extended network of local and regional governments and partners on a broac!

range of topics. For instance, the _CINTRAN project studies the complex
patterns and dynamics of structural change in the carbon-intensive regions

across Europe. It examines the pace of transformation and the capacity of
regions to cope and adapt proactively through highly integrated, inter- and
transdisciplinary research working in close collaboration with regional
stakeholders.

K-1 Turn public procurement into climate action tool

Understanding the role of the public sector in the consumption of resources

~~ and thus creating environmental pressure from the use of goods and services,
: it is important that local and regional governments work on embedding

. sustainable, circular and innovation criteria into public tenders. Moreover,
; regulation on new goods and services need to play a leading role addressing

the challenges of climate change.

K-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

ICLEI has been working on procurement since 1996, assisting hundreds of
cities, regions and public authorities to embed sustainable, circular ancl
innovation criteria into public tenders directly and through collaboration

projects. Through projects and our flagship networks, the Procura+ European
Sustainable Procurement Network and the_Global Lead City Network on

Sustainable Procurement, ICLEI provides professional information, advice,
networking opportunities, training and tools to public authorities wanting to
implement better, more cost effective sustainable and innovative

procurement practices.

Page 5 of6
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L-1 Develop data-based decision making

In order for cities and regions around the world to commit, plan, implement,

monitor, evaluate, and report their climate actions, as well as ratchet their
commitment and adjust their plans, they need to have access to reliable,

~~ timely, and high-quality data on greenhouse gas emissions, climate risks and
£.@)\ vulnerabilities. Local and regional governments collect relevant data from
“4 internal sources, as well as external agencies which have the required
as information (i.e., utilities, weather-climate institutes or energy planning

agencies). Climate and environmental data collection, evaluation, monitoring,

and reporting are essential for urban planning, communication, and decision
making.

L-2 Strategies, opportunities and ICLEI support options

To facilitate access to climate-related data, ICLEI offers to the local and

regional governments specialized technical services and tools, ensuring

coherence with global protocols and standards relevant to climate change.

Through the carbonn Center, ICLEI aims to encourage local and regionallilt, governments to use measurable, reportable and verifiable local climate action
as a means to enhance transparency, accountability and credibility.

Local and regional governments can report their climate data through the
CDP-ICLEI Track to monitor climate mitigation and adaptation commitments,

plans, actions and performance.

Page 6 of6
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Part I: Strategies and inspirational solutions for accelerating the
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to achieve Climate Neutrality
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ICLEI's carbonn Climate Center , i(Bonn Center for Local Climate Action & Reportirt
ICLEI World Secretariat

Bonn, Germany ql
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What can Local and Regional Governments Herel
do to deliver on the Paris Agreement? a

CLIMATE EMERGENCY

Call to Local and Regional Governments (LRGs) in the ICLEI network

to lead sustainable transformation and local climate action,

by committing and achieving

community-wide climate neutrality by 2040 (latest by 2050)
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AC | & GreenClimateCities ‘ICLELeq towards climate neutrality Local Governments
for Sustainability

*& Use up-to-date tools, methods, information and scienceWace 1-34 98 i a nd | ~ TU! La | iil —_
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UPSCALE: HCEEI
Call to accelerate climate action

. Responding to the global climate emergency,
call to the ICLEI network and subnational

governments around the globe: tee St,

- ICLEI's Climate Neutrality Framework was . i:

launched in October 2020 - part of the i at Ss
GreenClimateCitiegGCC) Program & “es

ad x

- Raise the level of ambition and daring as i
leadership in all cities, towns and regions - XN i
urban and rural territories. ° Act

. Learn, share, progress together - new for us all "Ry se

NEW! Climate Neutrality Framework: technical guide to be released in mid 2022.



GCC Pro ' id “ GreenClimateCities ‘ICLELtowards climate neutra ityg ram ; g LU l al nce a Local Governments
for Sustainability

Robust methodology, flexible implementation

Ae mitt

di fe Vi “— —\ « ~h, \ ‘| $< Vi \N BS \

irk sf a || Be | \ \, j | | an

Oo

https://iclei.org/en/GreenClimateCities.html



: =g= TM >» GreenClimateCities |GreenCl | mateCities Q towards climate neutrality Sp EI
Program in a Nutshell frst

aR: Vi Ke) co nat-lol-molaela--emelel(et-lala-m-lacemnete)[-
Wom al=)|0M (oLer=] evan =Xe](0) al] me (@)Y,-1aalaal-1alecm e-[e,4(-mel | aat-leomelal-]are[-mlamere)-laalant-lale-] me)ol-16

territory - to achieve climate neutrality by 2040 (latest 2050)

Analyze, act and accelerate - integrating climate action
Talkeme a ey-]amel=a'/-1(0) ©)aal=1anem ele) |(el(=smr-]ae ©)t-lalsym lal e)aele =x om] ale ml asidiaela(elals

Identify finance and investment needs, access expert support
Submit priority infrastructure projedtsatsformative Actions Program (TAP) project pips

spdoltolaomanlelinga (==) mele\’(-1gar-lale-m-laremanlelidorin-)<-1ale) (ella ey: ag al-leyalloy
to enhance climate action across all levels of government and with key acto

Track progress and demonstrate leadership through ICLEI’s support o



ICLEI's definition of climate neutrality el

Climate neutrality in the context of local and regional governments is defined as

. The targeted reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and GHG avoidance in
operations and across the community in all sectors to an absolute net-zero em
level at the latest by 2050 - rather by 2040, as science shows we are not on track!

- In parallel to this, it is critical to adapt to climate change and enhance climate r
across all sectors, in all systems and processes.

To achieve climate neutrality local and regional governments should set a clear goal
advance rapidly following a holistic and integrated approach that leads to a wide
co-benefits for sustainable development, such as creating socio-economic opportu
reducing poverty and inequality, and improving the health of people and nature.



GCC Climate Neutrality a ae ICLEL
Sm é GreenClimateCities 1Framewoirk Snapshot eq aata ti . soca Governments

Resilient Development ICLEI Guidance Three pillars of Climate Neutrality

as Entry Point GreenClimateCities Program

ly 1 Drastically Reduce
Climate GHGs
Change at

Adaptation ef
2 %Climate
< 2 2 Divest, Repurpose &Change S ku] 4 neResilience Reinvest

Climate

Change

Mitigation (as 3 Offset & Compensate
Was, GHGs

https://iclei.org/en/climate neutrality.html



e e e G Cli t CitiThree pillars of Climate Neutrality cht ai inch agg ICLEI
forSustainability

Drastically reduce Divest or mobilize divestment from fossil
and sequester fuels and other polluting fuels.
greenhouse gas . Identify repurposing priorities

¢ Define the range of co-benefits from(GHG) and other

olluting emissions different reinvestment plansp
dforb

¢ Re-invest these funds in climate and

accounted ror by sustainable energy action (e.g. improved
source and sector resilience, energy efficiency, renewable

energy, carbon sequestration projects)
using approaches, technology and
innovation, with measurable impact.

1 oe
Drastically Offset & compensate any GHGsthatcann Morey
Reduce GHGs immediately be removed, reduced or avoided

* Use carbon off-setting mechanisms: UN recognized / 3
voluntary / donations to climate funds. offset and
* Start with governmental operati@As§;pensate GHGs

* Call on businesses, industry and citzens to use these
mechanisms and take co-responsibilty.



Climate neutrality: “smart” elements etme
for Sustainability

FOCUS: people, groups, sectors, systems, processes, infrastructure

- URGENCY: Climate emergency, finite precious resources, need for action - fast,
efficient, well-considered

- COHERENT: Territory and own government operations - systems thinking,

exploring interconnections, cross-sectorally, just and inclusive approach for all

- INFORMED: People, planning, approach and decisions, effective use of data /
information / knowledge

- ENABLERS: Good governance, trust building, justice and equity (just transition),
national frameworks, Regional and Local Contributions to national targets and
plans, vertically integrated coordination and cooperation

- CO-DESIGN: Comprehensive and robust, focus on results and positive impact,
inclusivity (also marginalised, poor, vulnerable), innovation and creativity, use of
appropriate technology (high and low tech), correctly sized/scaled actions



Focus on urban resilience: climate lens cl |
for Sustainability

¢ Resilience is the capacity and ability of the local / regional (subnational)
government and its community to withstand stress, survive, adapt, bounce
back from a crisis or disaster and rapidly move on. This means resilience of
people, groups (citizens, business, industry, etc..), as well as sectors,
systems, processes and infrastructure.

¢ Resilience building: Awareness, capacity building and action (protect,
nurture, enhance, prevent crises and disasters) addressing all sectors, while
reducing/avoiding emissions and addressing security.

¢ Disaster risk reduction and management must all be integrated into
urban/city development planning. aN

¢ All of the above is relevant to address climate change but also a much SUSTAINABLE

broader, encompassing approach. pig neat pe ld
GOALS



1 GreenClimateCities ICLEIOne report ng system towards climate neutrality
= = ae = = Local Governmentsfor multiple initiatives and linked to for Sustinaity

other ICLEI services

GreenClimateCities (GCC) Program

ICLEI's global climate impact program - mobilizing and supporting Elocal and regional governments to address climate resilience, nergy
climate change adaptation and mitigation in government Idi

operations and across the territory. Bu ild | ngs|CLE | https://carbonn.org/ Mobi | ity
ICLEI's GreenClimateCities (GCC) Climate Neutrality WaterLocal Governments Framework

pias The GCC Climate Neutrality Framework responds to the global Waste
climate emergency, guiding subnational governments to achieve

climate neutrality through accelerated and integrated climate Procurement
action for sustainable urban development. Governance

etc CDP-ICLEI Track
ICLEI is proud to be a partner global reporting

system

ieGLOBAL COVENANTof MAYORS for

CLIMATE & ENERGY RAGE 10 WRACI 10 1EROoo RESILIENCE

Global Covenant of Mayors Race to Resilience (RtR) Race to Zero (RtZ)
The largest global alliance for city climate A global campaign to build climate A global campaign to rally leadership and support
leadership across the globe. resilience. from businesses, cities, regions, investors for a

https://wwwglobalcovenantofmayors.org/ https://racetozero.unfccc.int/system/ healthy, resilient, Zero carbon recovery.
resilience/ https://racetozero.unfccc.int/



COntact Local Governments
for Sustainability

—

ICLEI’s carbonn Climate Center

(Bonn Center for Local Climate
»

Action & Reporting) a= De =
ICLEI World Secretariat ——o ICLEI SeeageS a et |Faprone [eapoe

Pelt Pere eaae ce, ee93113 Bonn ae rorcucannne galas ae atesta Ul se | ester
Germany ee ava atta SpeyEo |) ff fwoe ass. —_—_- yyNene» Tal ibe «piousLe kes

, Wn seen agate ew ieeenasrete aiwEmail: iclei.or an 0 ee aAisgee Valenteoy fe LA —iclei.or Sa ieeeeeTR

icleiiorg = @ICLEIworld — ICLEI @ICLEI |
@ICLEI_carbonn i



Roles of ICLEI ICLEI
@(Cielfol=mo)F=lalaliare murs(este)a= lace mr-(erer-\-1om (om ilar-lale>)

& Support reporting, offer services to scale up
e Conduct research, drive innovation
@ SJale)"{ers lox> r= (e180)a Mme [0l010 ml 0) = (e14|-{-mm(=y-(0(>)acyall6)

¢& muatele)(om el-1>)mm(ot-|aallalemslace msiarelalalemm alsin e)a.qiare|
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ICLEI Climate Neutrality
Approach, Methodology and

Services
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Act!onHeat - Use the Facility to get expert support on
strategic heating and cooling planning

commitment

ET¢ TAREE ¢ Support Facility to help 120 municipalities

7
with their strategic H&C planning

working groups zaning

) ee * 30 pre-feasibility studies
strategy

( ee ° 15 performance and financial analysis
Hae pies Project planning

)
ee ¢ Deadline for application: 14 June

Project fw

implementation © _upscale aV,

www.actionheat.eu "©
==iii ||



A ee Fostering energy communities for a
ss fair energy transition in Europe

Cross-continental Intra-European cooperation
cooperation

The Sun4All sets-up a Implementation Technical assistance

financial Supper scheme The Sun4All will ensure close To ensure the transferability

hi - already peed q cooperation between 4 pilot and upscaling of the Sun4All
os apres int pal cities and regions in Europe: financial support scheme, anates of America. The ,

Observer s group of 10re

¢ Almada (Portugalexisting New York State  § ( 92!) European cities and utilitiesinitiative — utility bill
: * Barcelona (Spain) will be engaged to follow theassistance program 9 * Communauté de project and plan a replicationnamed

“Solar for All” will a < in their regionsbe adapted into European aly eeSavoi (France)context

os, ¢ Rome (Italy) https: / /sunforall.eu
raed This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant 22
une agreement no. 101032239.



(aq rrGPOWERPOOR Empower Your Energy Poor Citizens
Knowledge and capacity building material on how to do it

MODULE 1 MODULE 2 MODULE 3 MODULE 4

(ENPOV) (Naan) GUINs) GABA)
* EP concepts - Energy Cooperatives * Community finance * Local and regional
- Identifying energy * Community projects Giron elivlareliare governments roles
poor citizens. + others.. * E. Poverty in SECAPs

Tools ready to use to fight energy poverty

POWER TARGET POWER ACT POWER FUND

t &

fms.-(&3- (@) 2: \A7

Become a POWERPOOR Supporter or Mentor!

www.powerpoor.eu [eS | Herzen zion reseereh and inncisdsn proseaiime:



DECIDE - A good opportunity to oe
Build your energy communities

¢« Become part of our active community and . ———=s aE —_— Te
connect with 7 pilots and 11 Replicants across [Reaeemes cone > xi e@px
pe REDLICANT .

OE aan NAWAWAC[elle (-Y-(-lul-ige NA-10)

: a la Trlomathe and CoRecWe ace a =
« Explore our Knowledge HUB and find useful a

resources for all stages of Energy Communities [ i _
* Take full advantage of our capacity building —

; ai

programme! : fate
FA —_=

P : ‘om

¢ Get feedbacks and exchange knowledge with your Cong S
5 Sepeer Flanders, Belgium ce eeoh <M Sak Sear any

oe]

¢ Showcase your work around Energy collective

action in an international arena 6 BAAN Thessaloniki, Greece

- @ od Athens, Greecelage

2‘. This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
"research and innovation programme. DECIDE Replication Call



OF-Ti ole) am lai=Jal-hV> cial °
Regions in Transition

Capacity Building programme for local authorities and practitioners

e Based on a Needs Assessment
: | |

4 sna region (for verificatian) 28 i Ji } ' dj
- @ Public authority (local, regional or national) Le 2 “a i

e Online and peer-to-peer event toon aie cat og ae -&
a Cmil society ortrade union =< |p a ‘ pg aA

series (1 6+) @ Relevant experts - n= ¥. of .ee 7

e Next virtual session on 19 May, 10 agian ee x

AM: “Territorial Just Transition p &6x Ges
Plans, in Process and in Practice” > i). Seon

e Tool highlight: Inventory of
. =

Coping Strategies www.cintran.eu ot eee



Exchange fan
as

Strategies and inspirational solutions for
accelerating the energy transition



Exchange fe

Interest and needs for realising climate
neutrality in your city



Legenda toegepaste uitzonderingsgrondslagen

In dit document zijn gedeeltes geanonimiseerd op

grond van artikel 5 van de Wet open overheid:

Art. 5.1 lid 2 onderdeel e

De eerbiediging van de persoonlijke levenssfeer, tenzij de betrokken persoon instemt met openbaarmaking

Pagina('s): 23 48 15 29 34


